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DEBATERS HOLD CONFERENCE
IN COLLEGE AUDITORIUM

THIRD SPEC I AL INTEl{!:)CHOLA TIC DEBATING NUi\IBER

~IONDA\f,

VICE=PRESIDENT ISENBERG
BIDS DEBATERS WELCOME

I,

Point ' Out ~o Future h' ic Leader
The Importallt Part Debate Has Had
In ,haping
ation" Hi LOI'Y

Urs'nus League Membel'S As em b:c,
Hear Addresses, Pick Question.
and Di cu s Problems

TEXT

TENTH ANNUAL MEETING
For the tenth consecutive year de legations f rom the member schools of
th e Ursinus Debating League met in
Bomberger Hall to select a qu estion
and discuss debating problems. The
Confernece, held 011 Saturday, N (.vembel' 2, was attended by about one
hundred thirty delegates j'rom thirty.
two or thirty-three high schools, and
was highly successful in every way .
The question selected, after mat.ure
delibera tion in committee and on the
fi ool', is as follows : "Reselved, that
the present chain store system is detrim ental t o the best interests of our
nation ," This subj ect is timely, and
not es peciall y difficult, It seems well
balanced, has plenty of material on
both sides, and s hould prove very
interesting to communities as we lJ as
sc hools.
Ti"e Confet'ence was co ndu cted by
Prof. M, W, Witmer, t.he President of
the Lea gue. In the absence of Prof.
F. I. Sh (!cder, the Secretary-Treasurer, who is doing g raduate work at
Chicago University, the President appointed Miss Jane Kohler, coa ch of
debating in the Bensal em Township
High School, Bucks county, a s r ecording secretary pro tem. Later, the
Principal, of the same high school,
Mr. S. K. Faust, was re-el ec ted VicePresident of the League.
The first feature on the program
was music by two of the College students-a vocal solo by Miss Evelyn
Glazier, of Glenside, and a duet by
Miss Glazier and Mr, Nevin Detwiler,
also of Glenside. Both wel'e weJ1I'e ndel'ed and vigorously applauded. Dr.
James M. S. Isenberg, Vice-President
cf the l/()llege, thpn w~lcomed the
delegates officially in an illuminating
talk on the value of debating, pointing out how much trained discussion
has meant in the life of our country.
The substance of his address i~ given
elsewhere in this issue. The ideas
presented c.pened a new path of usefulness to his young hearers which
(Continued on p age 4)

DELEGATES TO THE LEAGUE CONVENTION, HELD AT UR. I N
LAST SEASON THE BEST YET
FOURTEEN TROPHIES GIVEN

We are giving you below a transcript of the articles listed under
"chain stores" in the "Readers' Guide
to Periodical Literature" for the last
ten years, together with a few from
other sources. These articles wlill
give you a start; in some of them
you will find references to other material, which you should follow up.
The "Readers' Guide Supplement"
and similar works will supply other
references.
One of the first things you should
do is to write to the Librarian of Congress, Division of Bibliographies, at
Washington, D. C., stating the question for debate and asking for a bibliography on it. Explain that your
SchOOl is a member of the Ursinus
Debating League, which numbers
about fifty schools, all of whom are
debating the same question, Give the
name of your nearest public library,
too. If the Librarian has a reference
list on this subject he will send a copy
either to your School or else to the
library you mention. These biblio,
graphies ar(J very complete and valuable.
But you must know how to use a
bibliography so as to save time and find
the best material. Not all l'eferences
here given are valuable. Always pick
out the most recent articles to use
first, because their information is up
to date. Let us take a definite reference, the second one given below:
"Chain store el'a, C. W. Steffler, i1.
World's Work 68 : 80-86, Jan. '29."
First comes the title, then the author's name, then the name of the
magazine containing the article. The
figures denote that 58 is the volume
number, and that the article starts on
page 80 and ends on page 85 of the
issue for January, 1929. This is recent, you see, and six pages long.
From the page numbers you can teU
the length of the article. Pick out the
longer ones first; they are usually
the most important.
Sometimes the title will tell you on
(Continued on page 2)
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"M mbers of the Ul'sinus College Debating League,
Ladie and Gentlemen:

Last year's debating sea son was the
biggest and best t he League has ever
had. Such a statement is possible
only in a growing organization, and is
therefor e very gt'atifying.
There
were forty-four schools debati ng in
fourteen groups, reaching- into fourteen counties of eastern Pennsylvania.
Only a few members withdrew because of t em porary local conditions,
but these were far outnumbered by
the additions.
It was ouI' intention to publish a
special College Bulletin last spring,
s uch a s we put out several years ago,
with detailed reports from all the
gt'vUps, and pictures of the winning
Leams. Several ci rcumstances, however, combined t.o prevent thi s. Some
of the groups got started later than
usual and were not through in tim e
to permit a careful editing of such
a report, and SOme of the winning
teams failed to send photogt'aphs.
P erhaps lhese difficulties might have
been overcome if the editor had not
fallen ill for several weeks just at the
time when the reports had to be compiled. Under these conditions it was
manifestly impossible to go ahead.
We still believe, however, that such
a report would be an additional incentive to arouse debating spirit in
schools, and we are willing to try it
again this year if all the groups will
co-operate by starting on time and
sending in their reports 01' photographs promptly.
Becaul'le of this illness, too, the
trophies could not be delivered in the
spring before the close of the school
term, so it was thought ~st to defer
the delivery until this fall, when most
of them were formally presented at
the Conference. A few of the winning school , not represented at the
Conference, received theirs later by
mail. Several bronze plaques did not
change hands because they were won
for the second time by the same
school.
A summarized report of the work
done in the various groups will be
of interest to the whole League, and
is here given:
Dual 'ream Groups
Allentown - Easton - NorristownReading Group. Easton won a plaque
for 12 months with 4 victories, 11
judges, and 31 points. Reading almost
tied with 4 victories, 11 judges, and
29 points.
Harrisburg (William Penn) -Lancaster - Lebanon - York (William Penn)
Group. York won the plaque for
twelve months with 5 victories, 14
judges, and 31 points. Lebanon tied
in victories, but lost with only 12
judges.
Elizabethtown-Hershey-Hummelstown-Middletown Group.
Hummelstown ,won a plaque for twelve months
with 6 victories. Elizabethtown was
the runner-up 'With 4 victories.
Conshohocken-Oxford-Phoenixville,
Royersford Group. Oxford won the
banner with 5 victories. Conshohock-
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------------- ISU GGESTIO~S
OBLESSE OBLIGE
There is one favor we shou ld like
to ask all those who are responsible
for sending in the ballots and pt·o.
grams after each debate, and that
is that in some way you clearly in,
dicate two things: (1.) which team
had the affirmative side and which
the negative; (2,) where the debate
was held. These items of informa·
tion are needed in order to record
the r esults accurately and prompt~
ly. If they are nol furnished they
often cause us hOU1 ') of extra labor
and cOl'respondence.
The sece nd item, the place of
debate, ought to be mentioned on
th e program, though frequently it
is net. Th e fi rst, which side each
school represents, ought not, a ccording to the By-laws, to appear
on the program. Jt will therefore
be necessa ry for the presiding offiGel' to indicate which is which on
the ballots before he seals them,
or better still, for so me one to indicate it on the prog'1'ams.
HOW TO FORM A GROUP
For the benefit of schools not yet
in the League who des ire to become
m embers we wish to state that the
only requirements \for membership
ale a willingness to debate and to
c(;mply with the rules of the League
as set forth in the By-laws, and the
payment of an annual fee of Ten Dollars to help pa y the expenses of the
organization.
But in order to debate you must
become a member of one of our
groups, which are supposed to contain
lour school s cach, although a few incomplete groups have only three.
The complete groups arc fairly permanent fr( m year to year. Of course
if you are near enough to an incomplet.e group you can easily be taken
care of by being given the vacant
placc. But if such is not the case our
problem is to help you form a new
group.
In this you can be a real missionary
for the League and for debating. Call
a meeting of the principals of nearby
schools with whom you would like
to debate, explain OUl' plan to them,
and enlist their co-operation. Then
send us their names and addresses,
and we will mail them our literatUre
and help you to get started. If you
find it difficult. to get your brothel'
principals interested, try to arrange
with them and us for some date
when we may eome to see you and explain the plan more fully. These pel'~
sonal interviews seldom fail to bring
results. It would be easy to give
you the names of half a dozen men interested in debating who in this way
organized ~roups which have been
functioning ever since. Will you not
undertake to do likewise in your community? If you do, dozens of young
people will, in years to come, rise and
call you blessed. Write the editor at
Ursinus College for further information.

TO COACHES
GIVE HELP , MAKE FRIENDS

Will you, especially those of you
who are rather new at the game, permit a teacher who has been coaching
debating teams for twenty-five years
to off er a few working suggestions?
They are made in no spirit of critich;ll1, but mel'ely with a desire to be
helpful.
In t.he first place, be sure that your
own attitude towards debating is
right. Be nthusiastic, and your spiI'_
it will be co ntagious , Students will
quickly see whether you look upon
the time spent in helping them as a
task or a pleasure. Read Dr. Omwake's "Tower Window" article to see
what such tl'aining in youth means in
later life, then do yOul' bit cheel'fully.
Have an organization, preferably a
debating cLub, with its own officers
and committees. Begin with the be~
ginning of the school year, if possib le. Act in the capacity of a friend ly adviser.
Hold meetings about once a week,
except during- the height of th e debating season, when the squad must meet
oftener until the work is well in hand.
Use the activities period or some other period of the school day, if you
can. Special coaching of individuals
may be done after school hours.
Fill the period with a snappy program of debates or discussions, prepared by a student pt'ogt'am committee and approved by you. Not all
your progl'ams need be debates. Discussions and extemporaneous talks
(previously prepared but not memorized) will also help students to become
fluent and to think on their feet. Oc.
casional declamations wilJ cultivate
expression in delivery.
Select as your first subjects, whether for debates or discussions, simple
ones dealing with school or community life. The students understand
these, are interested in them, and can
really say something on them that is
worth while. Later on choose subjects that require more reading and
preparation, with better team work.
Have your students invite their parents and friends to these club meetings. In the smaller schools the whole
school may well be tUl'ned into a litQrary society on Friday afternoon after
recess, and music may enliven the
progt'am. Sometimes when you have
a debate bring in an outside judge or
judges, who may be asked to give reasons for the decision. This will afford
helpful criticism in addition to your
own.
When you take up the official ques.
tion, direct the work of the students
but never do it for them. That is,
help them find and select the best material, guide their thinking, suggest
improvements in organization, language, and delivery, but stop there.
More help would only weaken your
students and 'Would be unfair to your
competitors.
Put your feet firmly on trickery and
sharp pmctices of all kinds. A few
years ago the editor took one of his
(Continued on page 4)

"It i with morc than ordinary
pleasure that I welcome you to the
.:ampu and hall ~ of Ul'sinus on this,
the occasion of yOUL' annual meeting.
Since your olganization ten years ago,
each time you have come to this place
you have found something new in the
dev lopment of the work of the institution. This year it is a beautified
campus, with new shrubbery, new
roads and walks, and a complet d
athletic field, so that our rear campus
looks as beautiful as the ft'ont campu , which has long been the admiration ()f visit.ors and passersby on the
st ate highway. We are glad to place
at your disposal while ycu are here
as our guests our buildings and
grounds-this complete plant-that
ev rything therein may contribute to
your convenience, your pleasure, and
your profit.
"Then it is a pleasure t.o welcome
you because ef the character of the
work in which you are engaged-that
of promoting debating in the high
schools of this part of Pennsylvania.
This is an art 'Which has long been
highly esteemed in American life. Its
usefulness and serviceability have
been recognized by the leadel's of
thought and action in school, church,
civic, state, and national life. It contributes to t h e poise and balance with
which one handles himself while thinking and speaking on his feet; it cultivates keeness of perception, definiten€-ss, deliberation and decision in
tl.inking, alld ea::.e in tneeLing difficult situati(1TIs . 1n after life the ready
debater will always be able to give a
good account of himself and his stewal'dship, F or (lnp who desires to play
a part in public life there is nothing
whi ch can compal'e to debating for its
value in training one in initiative, con(Continued on page

4)

----u---TRY OFF-HAND DEBATING
IT BEATS "CANNED" GOODS
Debating, like everything else, is
undergoing changes and making pro ..
gress. As President of the Pennsylvania College Debating Association
for sevel'al years, the editor has had
an opportunity to observe Some of
these at close l'ange. One of the
most marked tendencies is to g4et
away from the cut-and-dried memOl'~
ized debates of former yeat's-the
"canned" speeches, as many college
coaches rather contemptuously dub
them. Consequently of late years coL
lege debates are less like orations,
more extemporaneous, and therefore
mOl'e convincing.
We wonder whether the high
schools would not like to fall in line
with this movement. It is unquestionably buch better debating and much
more helpful to the student. By this
method the team first makes out a
brief such as we have given elsewhere. Each debater will then take
his part of the brief and from it
make speaker's notes on 3 x 5 filing
cards, which he can hold in his hand
while he is speaking. From these
cards he will practice speaking offhand in a clear and simple way, trying to get an his material into the
time limit.
When you first try this your attempts may be painfully pOOl' and
halting. But do not become discoUl'~
aged; you are on the right road to
learn debating, a thing which you
will never really do as long as you
memorize speeches. Keep on pl'acticing, sometimes in the presence of
your coach 01' colleagues, sometimes
alone, Try to profit by all helpful
criticism. You will never say the
same thing just as you said it before,
but soon you will find the words and
thoughts both coming to you readily.
In this way you are in no danger of
losing the thread of your thought just
because some word escapes you.
But the greatest advantage of this
method is that it leaves you free to
adapt yourself to any situation that
may arise. If you find that your op(Continued on page 2)
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CONGRATULATIONS, AND A CAUTION
W e are glad once more to be able to congratulate the m ember schools on
their friendly relations and sportsmanlike spirit. Thi s, in our judgment, is
one of the most valuable results of any contest. Life is full of hard knock s,
some of which at times seem unfair, but the man who wins the respect of
hi s fellows is he who takes his blows standing up and without complaining.
One of our new United States Senators is quoted a s saying that he owes his
success to the fact that he has taken his bumps smilingly.
There was a misunderstanding in one of the groups which might have
become serious if there had been no neutral body to come to th e rescue. A
formal complaint was lodged with our Debating Council about an alleged
violation of the By-laws. We promptly got the story from both sides, and
found an easy way of adjusting the difficulty which prov ed entil'ely satisfactory to both sides. This is a capital i11ustration of the fairness of both
schools in abiding by our decision, and of the value of a competent neutral
body. If misunderstandings must come, we hope all schools will be equally
open-minded in agl·eeing to a settlement.
But must they come? We think not. As a debating coach for more
than twenty year, the writer has always impressed upon his students the
importance of living up to debating regulations (which in our case means
the League By-laws) in letter and sp irit, and of n ot being unduly suspicious
of their opponents. After all, your 1'ivals are persons like yourselves, just as
fair and just as honorable. If yeu would not stoop to unfair means, neither
will they. If you sometimes are unknowingly guilty of a technical violation of
the rules, or unintentionally mi squote an opponent, why should you suppose
that the other side, if it fal1s into such errors, does so intentionally. Most
blunders are due to crudeness, not malice. Apply the golden rule, and give
your antagonists the benefit of the doubt.
The few disagreements that occur are apt to come from too great a de,
sire to win. Victories over opponents are fine, but victories over one's own.
suspicions or temptations to unfairness are even finer. The real value of
debating does not lie in trophies won but in the training acquired and the
sportsmanship developed. In this sense every team can be a winner. The
team that misses these qualities, no matter how many trophies it wins, is
still a loser, in character and self-respect. Let us therefore go through the
coming season determined to do our best and fight hard, but always fairly
and without suspicion; no matter where the trophies go, our experience will
be our best reward. It is in this sense that we wish you al1 a prosperous and
happy New Year.
*

*

ABOUT UNIFORMITY WITHIN GROUPS
A word of warning seems to be necessary with regard to mixing the type
of debating or judging within a group. Last year, in at least two groups,
some of the debates were conducted with two teams and others with but
one. This makes it very hard to find a fair basis of compal'iscn by which to
determine the winner. Fortunately, thus far the victories in these groups
have been so clearcut that no complications could arise, but in a close contest it is easy to see how an awkward snarl might occur.
We want the schools, of course, to have considerable leeway as to the
type of debating desired. You may use one-man judges, if you prefer, or
single teams, or change the number or time of your debaters, or even select
another question. But in every case you should get together within the
group in a friendly way, talk things over, and come to some definite decision.
If you decide to deviate from a provision of the By-laws, put your agreement
in writing, have all the schools in the group sign it, and then forward it to us
and it will be approved. This is the only businesslike way to make any
changes, and may avoid mi sunderstandings later.

PUBLIC LIBRARIES RENEW PRIVILEGES
We are glad to inform our members that the city libraries of Allentown,
Reading, and Lancaster have again notified us of their willingness to co-opel'ate by placing their services and material at the disposal of our teams. We
have not yet had lime to hear from the State Library, at Hanisburg, but
the Librarian, Dl·. Godcharles, has alway s cheerfully helped us in the past and
we feel safe in assuming that he will do so again. The schools neal' Phila.
delphia can, without question, make use of the Public or the University of
Pennsylvania Library. The facilities of our own College shelves are likewise at YOUl' disposal, as heretofore.
The co-operating libraries are preparing bibliographies of what they
have; some of them have even offered to buy the most helpful books. The
material will again be placed on reserve so that all the schools may have an
equal chance at it. Please inform the librarians in advance when you are
coming, so that they may have staff members and tables ready for you. Take
your own bibliographies and note-cards with you, and conserve time by using
first the latest and longest references, and especially the books.
It is very gratifying to learn from those in authority that the library
material has been freely used but not in any way abused. This makes it
needless to caution students that books and magazines must by no means be
marked 01' mutilated, as other people will wish to use them after you ar(!
through. By continuing your care of this public property you make it easy
for us to get these privileges renewed from year to year.

victories. Columbia and Manor Twp.
had 3 each.
Hatboro - Lower Moreland - Upper
Moreland Group.
Upper Moreland
won a ban ner with 2 victories, 7
judges, and 24 points . Lower Moreland was second with 2 victories, 7
judges, and 20 points . Halbol'o had
2 victories, 4 judges, and 10 points.
Catasauqua - Emaus - Slatington
Group. This is a triangular contest
I'un off in one evening. One team stays
at home and the other visits. Emaus
won a plaque for tv. elve months with
two v icto ries. Catasauqua was second with one.
Abingion won first place in its
contests wiih
helten ham, Lo\vier
Merion, and Upper Darby and was
awarded a banner. The other three
schools are not at present members of
the L eague. H ereafter no trophy will
be award ed unless more school s in a
group belong to our organization.
ingle Team Groups
Doy lesiown- Lansdale- [Quakertown]
-Sellersville Group. Lansdale won a
plaque fcr twelve months with two
victor ies ; Doylestow n was second with
one Quakertov.n did not debate because of i emporary local co nditi ons,
but will be back in the gro up this
year.
Ben sa lem Twp.-Bristol-La n g horne Morrisville Group. Bristol and Morrisville tied for first place with 2 victories, 2 judges, and 6 points each .
Thi s is the first tie that has occurred
in the League. The single judge sys.
tern used probabl y accounts for it. Instead of debating off the tie t hese two
schools agreed each to h old a plaque
for six m onth s. Langhorne was a
close runner-up with 2 victories, 2
judges, and 5 points.
Harrisburg (John Harri s) -ReadingYork (William Penn) Group. Read ing and York, it will be observed, joined two groups. York won a banner
with two victories; John Harri s scored
second with one victory.
Lehighton-N esq uehoni ng-Palmerton
Group. Lehighton won a banner with
three victories; Palmerton had one
victory to its credit.
Cr.llegevilJe - North Wales - Spring
City Group. North Wal es won a silk
banner with two victories; Spring
City had one. Spring City afterwards
held
several
successful
unofficial
post-season debates . Other schools
might do well to follow this example
and thus get valuable additional prac.
tice.
New Hope-Newtown-Yardley Group.
Newtown won a banner with two victories; New Hope had one.
Plaques Permanently Won
Four of the above groups finished
their three-year centests for permanent possession of bronze plaques.
The winning schools wiII get them
"for keeps" at the end of the present
school year, and new plaques will be
provided for a new thl'ee-year period.
The final report follows:
Allentown-Easton-Norristown-Reading Group. Easton won the plaque
pe1·manently with 11 victories; Allentown and Reading had 10 each; Norristown had 5. Allentown had the
plaque the first year, Easton the sec·
ond and third.
Harrisburg (William Penn) -Lancastel' - Lebanon - Y{'.rk (William Penn)
Group. Lebanon 'won the plaque permanently with 15 victories; YOl'k had
13; Lancaster and Harrisburg each
4. Lebanon had the plaque the first
year, York the second and third.
EI izabEfth town-Hershey -H ummelslown-Middletown Group.
Hummelstown won the plaque permanently
with 12 vicLol"ies; Elizabethtown won
11, Hershey 7, and Middletown 6.
Hummelstown gained the plaque the
first and third yeal·s, Hel·shey the second. This group deserves a word of
commendation: the schools a1'e not
among the largest, yet ihey maintain
two teams each, they have always run
off their debates on schedule time, and
they have never reported any misunderstandings.
Doylestown-Lansdale- [Quakertown]Sellersville Greup. This gt'OUp has
debated 'v. ith single teams. Lansdale
won the plaque permanently with G
victories; Doylestown had 4 and Sellersville 3. Quakertown had 2 at the
time it was forced to drop out temporarily. Lansdale won the plaque each
year, although the first year Quakertown tied in victories, and the second
yeat' Doylestown and Sellersville both
tied; in each case Lansdale had more
judges, thus breaking the tie.
As far as we known, all of these
groups will remain intact for another
three-year pel'iod, which is the best
compliment that could be paid to the
success of our organization.

wom
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which side the urt.icle is, 01· whether
it applies to your questio n, but frequently y()u muslexamine it to find oul
If it will help you . You can often
judge of the value of an article by the
Importance of the magazine in which
It appears. Natural1y not all materIa l is of equal value; some is worlhless. Other things being cqual, the
crder of importance, starting with
lhe best, is likely to be books, monthhes, weeklie:;, and dajIies. Signed
articles in the new spapers are more
dependable than unsigned ones.
You ought really to know something aboul an author whose facts or
opinions yeu wish to use. Is he an
expert in the subject he is discussing '!
I s he fair or prejudiced? If the magazine that publishes his work is realIy
dependable it usually co ntains, at the
front or back, a short sketch of the
author's fitness lo write on that subject. Bettcr still, g() to "Who's Who
in America"; if the"" riter i widely
known yeu will probably find an actount of his life and training. A little
practice will give you skill in picking out the best from a mass of material. Remember that one dependable authority is wOl·th more than a
shelf full of superficial and unreliable
material.
.
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----u---TRY OFF-HAND DEBATING
IT BEATS "CANNED" GOODS
(Continued from p age 1)

ponents have said something which
needs immediate refutation you can
insert it on your speaker's card at the
proper point and give your answel'
when you come to it right in your firs~
speech, instead of waiting for the rebuttal. This teaches you to think on
your feet, and is the only kind of debating that is really effective.
Moreover, such training prepares
you to acquit yourself well in rebuttal.
Time and again judges are annoyed
by the painful difference between the
constructive and the rebuttal speeches.
Of course this is due to the fact that
the first speech is memorized and
gibly spoken, whereas the second must
be off-hand and is therefore halting.
But if you are trained to off-hand
speaking in the constructive argument, you wili have no trouble when
you try to rebut.
Perhaps you or your coaches will
say that such speaking is beyond the
ability of high school students. In
that case we differ with you. The
editor coached debating in prrivate
secondary schools for fifteen years,
and his results \\ ere always most satisfactory when he used this method,
even with pupils in thei! teens. They
find it more interesting, for one
thing; they feel that their own work
and personality count for more. Then,
too, this removes the temptation to
which, it is feared, coaches sometimes
yield, of writing or rewriting part orall of a debater's first speech, in which
case the student becomes a mere parrot or phonograph.
It may be that at fil·st you will lose
some debates by this method. It is
just a question which is more important, a victory or sound training
for the student. But toward the end
of the season a team trained in this
way should have no trouble in defeating all opponents whose speeches are
"canned." Certainly trained judges
will be quick to recognize the superiority of the flexible off-hand speech
and reward it. Perhaps coaches may
prefer to try the plan first in unofficial
practice debates. At any rate, make
the experiment somewhere, and let
us hear ho\\ you like it.
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"The spirit and the letter of the primary system are for the
promotion of demagogery and political cowardice." (Davis, Oscar
K., oilier' Weekly, March 29, 1924.)
B. It has produced new evils, for
It
How to lake a Bri ef and How to
1. The primary weakens and disrupts party organization and dedecreases the ' ense of party respon ihility, for (Geiser, op. cit.,
Success in debating depends largely upon uccessful brief-making. A
p. 34.)
debating brief, in spite of it name, is a full outline of a special kind, cona. It naturally develops individual machines and organizations.
taining all the reasoning and all lhe vidence that al'e to be used in the de(Bruce, Harold R., American Pal,ties & Politics, p. 224.)
bate itself. In fact, it should contain more than you can use in anyone deb. It t'esults in fac!.ional control, and (Ibid., p. 225.)
bate. It is a kind of reservoir into which you dip for what you want when
b'. It results in group influence. (Ibid., p. 225.)
you come lo prepare your speeches.
c. Primary candidates have advocated principles contrary to
The training outained from brief-making is as valuable as any work you
tl aditional party views, for (Ibid., p. 225.)
can do in school. It leaches you hew to select and arrange your material to
(1.)
Brookhart, Republican of Iowa, openly attacked a Rethe Lest advantage, so that you may ha\ e a logical order, good pl'oportion,
publican measure, scored an institution under Repuband the greatest emphasi on the most important parts. You cannot hope to
lican control, and borrowed his third plank from the
win debales unless you fir t prepare sound briefs, and when you have done
Non-Partisan League. (Geiser, op. cit., p. 35.)
this you have won more than half the battle.
d. "By assuming that all public offices should be open to all
The following brief is given as an example of con-ect form. It was
citizens, it has encouraged lhe fallacy that all citizens are
pl'el)ared by a f()I'mel' debaler (,f the editor's, Mr. Charles E. Keller, who is
qualified." (Ibid., p. 39.)
now a law student at Harvard. JI e wrote a letter recently enclosing some of
1'. A blow at political partie~ is a blow at the very foundation of
the briefs he is no'A making (for lawyers must make many such briefs) and
American government, for (Barnard, Dr. J. Lynn, Interview.)
speaking in the highest terms of the help his debating exp2rie n ce now is to
a. "'rhe only device for running representative democracy is
him in the study of law. But clear and orderly thinking, such as brief-makthe party system." (Ibid.)
ing demands, is an asset in all walks of life.
b. Groups and group leader hip are necessary for political
This brief is not perfect, but it wil l serve very weI! as a model to imitate.
dominance. (Ibid.)
It has been slight1y changed in spots to fit our purpose better. The ques
c. "The great defect of the direct primary idea has been its
tion with which it deals, the dil'ect primary, may n ot interest you at pres,
failure to take into account the necessity for leadership.
ent, but. lhat need b no drawback in studying the forl11. Please read it
There will never be a democracy So perfec't or so pure that
through carefully for \\ hat you can get out of it ,then tl1rn to the comments
functions of leadership will not be of highest value."
that follow.
(Davenport, F. M., Outlook, Vol. 112, p. 809.)
2. It is difficult for voters to exercise discrimination, fOl' (Bruce,
Resolved, that the s ys tem of primary lections for s tate and national offices
op. cit., p. 225.)
hould be abandoned.
a. "The primary ticket open to all aspirants for nominations
INTROD UCTION
in elections, where many candidates are to be chosen, results
in a ticket containing so many names unknown to the im.
r.
ss .] The prese:nt system of primary elections is of vital interest
partial voter that he votes in the dark." (Dawes, Chas. G.,
t o '~~'s audi ence, for
North American Review, Vol. 224, p. 197.)
A. Questions of government are of national scope.
b. Long ballots defeat the purpose of democracy. (Salter, J. T.,
B. The publicity of irregularities in the primal'ies ha s caused wide disInterview.)
cussion.
c. "The 'ring' influence can easily cause a number of respectable
C. The approach of presidential lections brings it emphaticall y to the
candidates to be brought out, in order to divide the antifront.
machine vote." (Ray, op. cit., p. 100.)
D. The time has come for ::;erious consideration , for
3. It a ifn d s no security for a geogl'aphical distribution of the can1. Its advocates realiz the presence of serious defects.
didates which is calculated to strengthen the party throughout
2. Its opponents are demanding immediate abrogation.
the State. (Ibid., p. 9.)
3. New York, Idaho, South Dakota, and Nebraska have abolished
4. "No party authority r emain s which is capabl e of drafting platthe primary.
forms." (Brooks, op. cit., p. 259.)
II. [Definition of term s.] Definitions of the terms are necessary fully to
5. It has destroyed our traditional theory that the offi ce should
understand the qu estion, for
seek the man. (Davis, op. cit.)
A. The "system of primary elections" is called the direct primary, and
The proposed plan is a convention thoroughly regulated by law, the dele.
A'. The direct primary is a preliminary election by party members held II.
gates to which are picked by t he crgan ization leaders and subj ect to the
under the auspices of the public au t horities for the purpose of
apPl'oval of the people by initiative or referendum. Experienceshows that
nom inating public offiicials. (Munro, W. B., Current Problems in
the great majority of successful primary candidates, at least in states
itizenship, p. 96.)
where party organizations are well developed, are the ones picked by the
B. "State and national ofiices" are those ofiices which ar filled by the
organization leader s, and that in many instances they are unopposed in
s tate-at-large under iLs own primat·y law.
the primal·Y. Reserve, thel'efore, this initiative or petition for emerg.
III. [His tory.] The pre ent direct primary is a product of evolution, for
encies, and resol't to it only when thel'e is widespread dissatisfaction.
A. Legislati ve caucuses were the original ncm inatol"s of state and na(Ray, op. cit., p. 105.)
tional candidates. (Ray, P. Orman, Introduction to Political Parties
Ill. By this plan a l'egulated convention, thoroughly supervised by law, would
and Practical Politics, pp. 68-107.)
retain the theoretical perfection of the convention and combine with it a
B. Nominating conventions in tim e supplant.ed the caucus. (Brooks,
hard-headed practicability, for
Robert C., Political Parties & Electoral Problem , pp. 233-269.)
A. "In theory it must be granted that the convention system is wellC. Twenty-five yean; agu the mGvemellt was begun th. , substituted th e
nigh perfect, for it admits of the purest application of the principle
direct primary for the convention.
(ibid.,)
of l'epresentative or delegated authol'ity."
(Ibid., p. 70.)
D. Present evidence indicates that these steps are not the final ones, for
B. The weaknesses of the fOl'mer convention system and the pl'ese nt
(Merriam, Chas. E., Annal s of the American Academy, March 1923,
primary system would be eliminated by carefully regulated provip.4.)
sions, for
1. New York repealed the primary law pertaining to state and
1. Party leaders would get what they desire, for
judicial officers . (Norris, George W., Ibid., p. 29.)
a. Expenses for candidates and the organization would be
2. The legi slature of Idaho repealed the law. (Ibid., p. 29.)
reduced. (Ibid., pp. 105-106.)
:1. South Dakota repealed, modified, and re-enacted primary law!>
b. A freer hand for selecting a "balanced" ticket would be
,\\ ith the result of a compromise. (Ibid., p. 29.)
given. (Ibid.)
4. The Nebraska legislature repealed the direct primary as applied
2. The rank and file could petition, and through the party referto part of the state officials. (Ibid., p. 29.)
endum might veto unsatisfactory nominations made by a comIV. [Clash of opinions.]
mitteee. (Ibid., p. 106.)
A. The main affirmative contentions a r e these:
3. The increased power of the party committees would evoke great1. The diY'ect primary is inherently defective, for
er interest among voters and cause competition for membership.
a. It has not cured the old convention evils.
(Ibid., p. 106.)
b. It has introduced new evils.
4. Open, official, and responsible leadership in the selection of can2. The new convention system here proposed would be better than
didates would be assured. (Ibid., p. 106.)
the present system.
U. A reduction in the number of state and national offices for nomiB. The main negative contentions are these:
nation would prevent the support of a slate for "spoils" pur1. The direct primary is inherently sound, for
poses. (Ibid., p. 106.)
a. It is better than the convention system.
b. Its defects may be remedied.
CONCLUSION
2. The so-called "new conventicn system" contains the old defects
The
system
of
primary
elections
for state and national offices should be abanplus some untried theories.
doned, for
From this clash emerge the following main issues:
V. [Main issues.]
I.
It is inherently defective, for
A. Is the present system of direct primaries inherently defective?
A. The primary has not cured the old convention evils.
B. Would the new convention system here proposed better suit the needs
B. The primary has produced new evils.
of our state and national governments?
II. The pt'oposed system of conventions thoroughly regulated by law would
overcome the evils of the old convention and of the present primary.
BRIEF PROPER (AFFIRMATIVE)

I
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S President of
the ollege
which sponSOl'S the
Interscholastic Debating League, 1
take pleasure in
devoting this column, accorded me
l'cgularly by the
Weekly, to ames·
sage of greeting
and enco uragement
to the boys and
girls in the high
schools enroll ed in
the League. As 1
think of you boys
and girls my mind
run s back in happy memory to my
own hi gh school dars when, like you,
1 took part in debates. There were
no league and no interscholastic debates, but we had some exciting tilts
in argumentation at the Friday after.
noon exercis s . We had declamations
too, but I S·reatly preferred the de~
bates.
My falh er, who had formerly been
a teach er, belonged to a debating society of gl'own-up m en, and 1 used lo
hear him discuss some of the arguments employed by hi s opponents, especially th e fallacie!' in their leasoning. The evenings of study in which
he prepared for the debates impressed
me. From the incidental observations
thus made as a boy al home, I got
the impression lhat debating waE
much more than a mere speaking exercise. I learned that one had to inform himself on lhe subject, that he
had to think out hi s arguments, a nd
that he had to study how best t o express them. Thi s, howev et', was the
nearest approach to coaching that
boys of our day had the benefit of.
We had no instruction in argum entation and no training in debate in our
high school. Our principal did t e ll
us whether 01' not we had done well
and, as I recall the nature of his comments, I think we must have done
rather pool·ly.
After graduation from the high
sc hool I became a teacher. There
'Aere other young men t eaching in
the district who had gctten some experience in debating during theil'
~c hool days. Most of us wel'e looking
forward to going away to school later
on and we had heard of the literary
societies which flourished in the higher institutions. We therefore organized a literary society of our own and
met every Friday evening in a centrally located school house.
We
named it the Ciceronian Literary Society. Every meeting night the building was packed. To those of us who
participated it was a profitable winter; to those who made up the audiences it must at least have been entertaining. The Ciceronian Literary
Society was short-lived. Next year
the members had scattered-some had
gone to normal schoOl and others to
college, but we young men were the
better off for the experience. Throughout my college days I was strong for
my literary society and took part in
many debates. The experience was of
incalculable value.
It is out of a deeply cherished experience of my school and college
years that I commend to you the advantag'es of the Ursinus College Interscholastic Debating League. It will
be greatly to your advantage to join
the debating squad of your school
even though you may never make the
team. The experience alone wi
bb
its own justification. If perchance you
have opportunity to participate in an I.
interscholastic contest, you have th~
added opportunity of bringing hono!"
to your school. And what if vou can
help your schOOl win one of the trophies!
GEORGE L. OMWAKE.

.l"\
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----u'---TRY THIS TO GET JUDGES
The Harrisburg (William Penn)Lancaster (Boys)-Lebanon-York (William Penn) Group has solved the
problem of getting judges in this way:
Before the debating season opens each
school prepares a list of twent.y-five
or thirty names of persons that it
thinks eligible. This list is submitted to the other schools, which strike
out the names objectionable to them,
giving reasons for so doing, as the
By-laws require. From the revised
lists the schools are then at liberty to
select their judges for the ensuing
debates. This means that each school
has perhaps twenty names left from
which to secure nine judges, and if
one can't serve another 'will.
By this new method of making out
one long list and getting it approved
before the season opens all the old
trouble and friction is avoided. Why
not agree to try it in your group. If
it works wen everywhere it should be
made a part of the By-laws.

A SPECIME

DEBATI G BRIEF

4.

[Ti~

The present systcm of direct primaries is inherently defective, for
A. It has not cured the old convention evils, for
1. Corruption has increased, for
a. The expense of securing' nomination in some cases is exhorbitant for
(1.) Pepper's expenditures amounted to $1,700,000. (Chl'istinn Century, July 1, 1926.)
(2.) Vare's expenditures amounted to $G15,000.
(Ibid.)
(3.) PinchoVs expenditures amounted to $190,000. (Ibid.)
(4.) Lorimer, Illinois, spent $100,000.
(Literary Digest,
June 17, 1922. Brool s, op. cit., p. 333.)
(5.) Stephenson, Wisconsin, spent $107,000. (Ibid.)
b. It has spread to the electorate, for
(1.) Fifty thousand "watchers" in the Pittsburg district
were paid $10 each, (Norfelk, Virginian PHol.")
c. Election officials in Philadelphia were imprisoned. (Public
Ledger, Sept. 28, 1926.)
d. Disorders and violell("e occurred in election wards. (Ibid.»
2. The primary is extremely complex, for
a. "The general election laws of California comprise a volume
t,f 283 pages oi vel'yfine type." (Geiser, Ka1'l F., Annals
of the Amerirnn Academy, March 1923, p. 38.)
b. "TIle electi<m laws of Ohio as compiled in 1920 make up
a volume of 325 pages." (Ibid. p 38.)
3. The pl'imat'ies are boss or machine controlled, for
a. "The politicians have learned to manipulate them." (Barnard, Dr. J. Lynn, Personal Interview.)
b. "Instead of the elimination of former party methods and
practices most of them continue and are merely conducted
along somewhat different channels." (Haines & Haines,
Principles & Problems of Government, p. 143.)
c. It does not r('move any of the conditions which have produced the system of machines and bosses, but intensifies
their pressure by making politics still more confused ir.
responsible, and costly. (Ray, op. cit., p. 99.)
,

We are now ready to study this brief more carefully. Notice that it is
divided into three parts: Introduction, Brief Proper, and Conclusion. The
Introduction contains (I.) the reason why the question should interest your
audience at the time of the debate; (II.) the definition of any terms in" the
question that may need defining; (III.) a history of the question showing
briefly what lies behind the present discussion; (IV.) the clash of opinions
pro and con; and (V.) the main issues whiCh grow out of this clash, always in
question form. There is no argument in the introduction; it is simply a
statement of facts to ''A hich both sides can agree, and must be neutral and
fair. That is why the main issues are in question form. If the introduction
is pl'opeI'ly managed, nobody can tell from reading it which side you will
take later on.
The brief proper is the argument for or against the question for debate.
Our specimen is for the affirmative. You now take sides as strongly as you
can. The main points are the main issues of the introduction. Sometimes
an additional point or two 'may come in as refutation, for refutation frequently stands in the body of lhe argument.
First notice the al'l'angement. This is carefully indicated by means of
letters and numbers, and also by indentation. The symbols here used come
in this order: Roman numeral, capital letter, arabic numeral small letter
arabic numeral in parentheses, and small letter in parentheses;' e. g., I, A,
a, (1), (a). The Roman numerals indicate the main issues' and the others
subol'dinate topics of decreasing rank. Notice also that the 'word for is used
every time. to .introduce a s~bordinate topic or series of topics. For example,
at the begmnmg of the brIef proper we read the main issue and SUb-topics
thus: [I.] The direct primary system is inherently defective, for [A.] it has
not cured the old convention evils, for [1.] corruption has increased for
[a.] the expense of securing nomination in some cases is exhorbitant' for
[(1.)] Pepper's expenditmes amounted to $1,700,000, etc. Please note 'that
every subordinate statement must help to prove the topic under which it
stands.
Pause for a moment at subtopic a, "The expense of secul'ing nomination
in some cases is exhorbitant." Notice that the author has assembled five
(Continued on page 4)
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f,t'. t dl'l.llllt'l S oil' till' I >lUII 1'01' offl'nd
ill~ ill till . \\U). 'I'll de\l'lop l·huraeter
III ) lillI' stud('nls is worlh more Lhatl
to \\' Ill deuut(·s. IL' leuclllng I!:! I'eally
U )Jl'oi't' ssioll Il'ucl1l'l's llIusL ubst'I've :.:I
('udl' uf prufessiu llal ethic!:!.
I r ~ Uti wi s h to try orr-hand debuting,
:uch . us we lin \ e r'L'l'olllmendl'd ill anI,til \. l'lllullIll, it muy be u good plan
at first to hu\ '{utll' students w!'ite
speeehcs of the ;'ight length.
'ritil'IZC their Eng'lish, und then let them
I'eat! oyel' the !'l'vised version" :;ev ral
tinll'S, but nut enuugh to memorize
the words. Thi s will gi e them the
set of the lun g'uug'c, a:; it were. After
that. they hould rehearse fl'om pea~
( rs' cards, and ue free to change their
pinus olc.gy to meet new :;ituations.
In l' heal'sing' for delivel'y on such
flexible speeches you can not, of
'oun:e, leach any studied inflections or
gestures, but these al' al'tindal anyhow. In. ist that the student speak
loudly enough, distinctly, slowly, and
naturally, with ut any awkward mannerisms, and you have done enough.
Let him make geslures for emphasis,
if he feels like doing so, or shift his
position at times. But the studied
graces of elocution are out of place
when you are trying to convince people.
G t your students interested as early
as the freshman year, if possible, and
give them as many chances to debate
as you can, A winning team can not
be developed out of Seniors with no
previous experience, and even if it
CQuld, you would lose them all at
once and have to begin afresh next
year.
Finally, try to get your school authorities to give some kind of recognition to your debaters, either in academic credits for English or Social
Science work, or by granting letters
or other insignia to the faithful ones.
If you conduct the work as here suggested, the students will have earned such recognition.

----u---VICE-PRESIDENT ISENBERG
BIDS DEBATERS WELCOME
(Continued trom page 1)
fidence, and resourcefulness in thinking and speaking.
"The history of debating in our na.
tional life reveals the fact that what
the youth of ·one generation debates
the next generation puts into action
in the form of law, making it the action of the larger group composing
the state and nation. For example,
James Otis and John Adams and their
contemporaries debated and discussed
the wrongs and injustices which were
everywhere evident in the life of the
colonists in the years preceding the
Amercian Revolution. These debates
issued in the establishment of the
new republic through the resisting of
the English authorities, the renunciation of allegiance to the crown of
England, the final victory of the
American army, and the later adoption of a constitution.
"For two genel'ations following the
establishment of our national existence the outstanding and burning
question of debate and discussion on
rostrum and stage, in pulpit and
printed page, was the place of the
negro in our developing civilization.
Out of the debate came action in the
war of the Rebellion, and following
this came the amendments to our
Constitution dealing with slavery and
giving the colored man a definite place
in the life of the American people.
Then the succeeding generation began to debate earnestly and consider
seriously the problem of the legalized
liquor traffic. Of courSe the contrib.
uting causes were many, but among
those causes a conspicuous place must
be given to debate and discussion,
which served to inform, to illustrate,
to incense, and to inspire an outraged
public in such a way that it arose and
imposed upon itself prohibition as the
solution of the curse of drink and
wrote it into the Constitution of our
country, whel'e it will remain fOl'ever.
"The efforts today to revive an interest in the restoration of drink is
but the wiggling of the tail of the
snake whose head has been crushed.
It may continue to wiggle for a time,
but soon this will be a thing of the
past. The pl'ocession of moral improvement and advancement has
moved forward into other fields, and
we will have new subjects for debate
and discussion, out of which will
doubtless come other forward steps in
human welfare and social betterment.
Debate and discussion will always
help to clarify the atmosphel'e, indicate the direction in which we should
move, and definitely help in the solution of pressing problems.
You
therefore are to be most heartily
commended for helping in such an
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they will do well to follow as uebatel's.
'['he Conference now ettled down to
the l'outine business of the day. The
minutes of the ninth conference were
read and approved. '1 he President,
In the absence of the ' l'eaSUL'<!l', pre':l'T' ted an ilcmizeu IOPOl'l (}f th{'
L e agu~'~ receipts and expenditures,
which will be found rc::produced on
another page,
An impressive featu.e of the morning program was a report of last
yeal"s debating re':OI'ds in the various
groups, which is p1'JI1ted elsewhere,
and the awarding oj silk banners
or bronze pla'lues a", tl'ophies tc the
winning schools. Similar trophies are
now widely distributed throughout
I c2.;tern Pennsyl ania, and have done
much to aroue interest in high schOOl
I debating.
As a Committee on Questic.n for
Debate the Pnsident appointeJ the
following: Mr ..J. W. Snydel', Supt'.
Prin., Slatington, C.hairman; Miss
Ruth M. Evans, coach, Lebanon; Miss
Jess ie CI land, coach, olumbia; Mr.
r. K. rUlTY, coach, Hummelstown;
BRONZE PLAQUE AND ILK BANNER A WAR DED AS TROPHIES I:-;r THE RSI1'. US LEAG E
MI'. Allen Harmon. c0ach, Upper
;\<1 uland II. S., Wdluw Greve; .\.Jr.
These trophies are familiar sights in many Pennsylvania high schools. The plaque is a solid bronze
H. E. Slagen, Sup!'. Prin., Glen-Nor
casting about 8 by 12 inches in size, mounted on a mahogany base board r ady to fasten to the wall. The
H. S., ! orwocd; and Dr. C. B. Heinly,
I Frin., William Penn H. S., YOI'k. The
bl'ass plates provide a permanent record of the competing schoels, the \\ inne1's, and the individual debaters.
1\ al ious schools submitted about thirThis plaque, which costs fifty dollars, is award d on a three-year basis. During the first, second, and
: ty questiens to thb Committee, which
third years, the winning school gets possession for a year cnly. At lhe end of three years it is awarded
i I<ept its members busy during the
neen intermissicn.
permanently to the school that has scored the highest for the three years; i. e., the school that has won the
At 12 :20 the Conference adjourned
most victories. This is explained more fully in the By-laws.
f01 luncheon in the new dining room
The other trophy is a large silk banner in red, old gold, and black, containing the names of the
Of the College. But first the delegates
a,,"sembled on the steps of Bomberger
competing schools in hand-painted lettering. It is suspended from a gilded staff, with gold-colored cord
Hall and had a group picture taken
and pendant tassels. When framed or hung in a trophy case it makes a very rich appearance. This trophy
by MI'. Bussa, of Norristcwn. That
is given outright each year to the victor in a group of schools that does not care to enter upon a threethe crowd wa' large and good-looking,
and probably hungry, is shovln by the
year agreement. There were seven trophies of each kind awarded last year to the fourteen groups.
cut on the front page. After the
-------------------- -- - ------ ---------------------------- Iluncheon, student ushers showed the
important work, a work which willi
A SPECIMEN DEBATING BRIEF
delegates through the College buildings and about the grounds.
Profoundly influence those who en.
(Continued from page 3)
The afternoon session, which began
gage in it, affect very definitely the items of evidence, the expenses of Pepper, Yare, Pinchot, Lorimer, and at 1 :30, was devoted mainly to advarious groups whose problems are
discussed, and cannot fail to help de- Stephenson, to prove his point. And notice also that each time the source of dresses and discussions. The opening
termine and formulate the moral con. the information is definitely given. In the light of so much evidence one feature was a vocal solo by Miss MU1'clusion of the state' and nation.
feels that the point is really proved. Without the evidence it would be a iel Wayman, of Trenton, N. J., entitled
"As I have passed from one high mere assertion, and worthless. Much of the fun in debating lies in digging "I Kn ow," by Charles Gilbert Spross,
up this evidence. For the time being you are a detective following up a clew. which was enthusiastically received.
school to another in this State, where
your League is the active unit, it has
Your coaches should insist that when you read and take notes you always Miss Wayman is a Senior in College
been of special interest to note the put down the exact 1 efel'ence, page and all. Then when you come to make and a student of vocal music. The first
pride and enthusiasm which pal'tici- your brief you can easily give your sc urce, as you see It done here. No law speaker was
Leonard A. Lettinpation in this work has created.
judge would look at a brief a second time if the lawyer did not accompany gel', Supr. Prill., of the Upper More"May the surroundings here offered each item with an exact citation of authoTity. This is what makes Oul land High School, Willow Gl'ove, who
inspire you to greatel' diligence, may specimen brief valuable. If you do not know who the gentleman Ibid. is, or gave an inspiring address on "The
wisdom direct your deliberations, and what op. cit. means, ask your coach or consult the abbreviations in a diction Value of Debating to High Schools,"
may success attend your every effort ary. They are a convenient way of avoiding needless repetition in reference. which was followed with the closest
in promoting this important work in
The Conclusion is very simple and brief. It is merely a restatement of attention. He maintained that aththe several schools from which you the main issues, either affirmatively or negatively, depending on which side letics are apt to be over-emphasized
come. Again in behalf of the Fac- you have. This specimen brief is affirmative, hence the conclusion is the at the expense of intellectual contests,
ulty, the Officers, and the DirectOTs, same. If the writer had been on the negative side the conclusion would read and pointed out that debating must
I bid you a hearty and most cordial thus : "Therefore, the system of primary elections for state and national be considered imporlant in the busiwelcome to Ursinus College."
.
issues should not be abandoned, for"; then would follow the negative main ness world when such a practical. 01'issues. The conclusion is like the Q. E. D. at the end of a geometrical dem- ganization as the American Institute
----u---onstration; it says, "We have now done what we set out to do."
of Banking requires courses in it of
WHERE YOUR MONEY GOES
Here are several simple briefing rules which have been observed in thE> a~1 its students . . A fuller account of
specimen and Vl-hich you must take pains to observe:
hiS talk ~ppea~'s m another column.
We beg leave to submit the follow,
. .
At thIS pomt Mr. Snyder, the
1. Every tOPIC IS a full sentence.
chairman of the Question Committee,
ing financial statement for the season
2. Use the symbols and indentations as explain d to show the relation. ~ ubmitted his report, recommending
of 1928-29, so that you may see whel'e
your money goes and how far it ship of the parts.
five questions back to the Conference
reaches.
3. Do not combine two points in one topic; make a separate topic of for consideration. After considerable
Receipts
each.
discussion the delegates selected the
4. Do not take sides in the introduction.
one on chain stores, which stands at
Dues from 40 schools .... ,. $400.00
A few schools failed to pay.)
5. Let the last point in the introduction always be th main issues, in the head of this article. Several quesquestion form.
tions concerning debating, which had
EXI)Cnditures
been put into the question box, were
Typist's wages . ...... .. .. .. . 150.00
6. The main issues, stated affirmatively or negatively, as the case ma» now answered by the President or disAuto hire, at 10c a mile ... . 80.00 be, become the main points of the brief proper.
cussed from the floor.
1 Bronze Plaque . .... ...... . 55.00
7. Each subtopic must tend to prove the topic under which it stands.
The last feature of the program
7 Banners, at $13.50 ....... . 94.50
8. If you introduce refutation into the brief proper, be 'ure to statE> \\as an address by Mr. Harvey L. Car62.00 clearly the point you are refuting.
Printing debating "Weekly"
tel', Instructor in History and Public
Cuts for "Weekly" ........ . 10.00
9. Give a definite reference for every item you found in your reading. Speaking, and coach of debating, at
Printing ballots, etc. . ...... . 22.50
Ursinus College. He presented, in
10. The conclusion is simply a re-statement of the main issues, for 01' simple and pl'actical fashion, often
Stamps and postals ....... . 29.80
7.30 against, as the sase may be.
Mailing (labor) ........... .
with humorous illustrations, d great
Typing (extra) .. ...... .... . 11.61
The main issues are the most impol'Lant single factor in winning a debate. deal of useful information which our
Miscellaneous .............. . 13.72 The question is, how to find them. Here is a good working plan. In YOUl readers will do well to follow.
Travel (by train and troJley) .. 10.87 group discussion among yourselves and with the coach, after you have read
With a hearty rising vote of thanks
Stationery .... ......... . ... . 25.00 yourselves into the question, take a sheet of type""rriter paper and fold it to the College for its hospitality the
Luncheon for delegates .... . 60.00 lengthwise into two columns. Into the left hand column put all the affirma. Conference adjourned to return home
tive al'guments you can find or think of, big and little, as they occur to you. and put into practice the things which
Total expenditures ....... $632.36 Leave space between the points so that you can insert others later, if ne· the delegates had heard. In point of
numbers, as well as in the sociability
Deficit paid by Ursin us College $232.36 cessary.
Into the right hand column put the negative arguments, so that those and enthusiasm sho\\n, and in the
From this statement it appears that which clash with affirmative points will stand opposite the points they clash value of the program, this Tenth Conthe increased dues are not sufficient to with. Thus the two columns will face each other, like football rivals on the ference was probably the best ever
cover the ex penes. The College cheer- line of scrimmage. Now go through both columns and try to find the big, held.
fully pays the balance, and I am glad outstanding points which clash, and to which the others are subordinate.
The schools that registered, al'to give my services gTatis, if I have This require:; thought and discussion. The coach will be of assistam'e here. ranged alphabetically by counties, are
any assurance that they are appre- These will be the main issues, which must be proved, or at least made to look as follows: Berks: Mt. Penn; Bucks:
ciated. We simply want you to know plausible, if you are to win your case. They sh~uld not be more than three Bensalem Twp., Doylestown, Morristhat the League is not a money mak- or four in number. If you can find three, one for each debatel', so much the ville; Carbon: Mauch Chunk Borough,
ing scheme. We are in the work for better, but this is not always possible.
Mauch Chunk Twp.; Chester: Coatesthe good we can do the high schools
But when you have made the brief, what shall you do with it? if pos- ville, Phoenixville, Spring City; Dauof eastern Pennsylvania, and we eal'n- sible, let the first speaker take the introduction and the first point; the sec- phin: Hershey, Hummelstown; Delaestly solicit your co-operation.
ond speaker, the second point; and the third, the third point and the con- ware: Glen-Nor; Lancaster: Colum----u---elusion. You are now ready to write your speeches; 01', ""hich is much better, bia, Elizabethtown, Ephrata, Lancasto speak them without writing. This step should be easy, because you have tel' (Boys High); Lebanon: Lebanon
A SUGGESTION
all the facts and arguments before you. If your brief is well made, you High; Lehigh: Catasauqua, SlatingWe suggest that each year you file will have more than you can use. Therefore pick out what you think will ton; Montgomery: Collegeville, Conaway one or more of these special most appeal to your hearers. Don't attempt to handle too much; but do well rhohocken, Hatboro, Lansdale, Lower
debating numbers of the "Weekly" what you attempt. The editor's plan has usually been to have his students Moreland, Norristown, North Wales,
for future use. In a short time you make out speakers' cards from the brief, and then pradice speaking their Pottstown, Royersford, Upper Morewill have the equivalent of n text~ parts within the time limit.
land; York: William Penn High, of
book on debating. Each new issue
We have now tried to show you how to make a real debating brief and York. Several delegations came late
treats a different aspect of this use- what to do with it. It is a good deal like putting together a Chinese puzzle, and did not register, hence their
ful art.
and we hope you will get as much "kick" out of it.
names are not in the above list.
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